Transforming Your
Business with an
End-to-End Data
Science System

W I T H A LT E R YX
P R O M O T E , YO U C A N :
•E
 mpower data science and analytics
teams to easily deploy predictive models
into production
•E
 valuate and test models to ensure they
deliver the most impact to your business
•Q
 uickly understand the effectiveness of
your production models

The ever-increasing reliance on data and predictive analytics presents data science
and analytic teams with significant opportunities and challenges. On one hand, your
team is in high demand and your business is making better, data-driven decisions
that are boosting revenues and profits. On the other hand, that demand results in
slower deployment of predictive models into critical production systems. In some
cases, models never get deployed at all. While building predictive models is hard
work, deploying them shouldn’t be. You need to find a way to quickly and easily
embed analytic models into your daily business operations and customer-facing
applications to take full advantage of the benefits of analytics.
Alteryx Promote makes developing, deploying, and managing predictive models
and real-time decision APIs easier and faster. As an end-to-end data science model
production system, Alteryx Promote allows data scientists and analytics teams to
build, manage, and deploy predictive models to production faster—and more
reliably—without writing any custom deployment code.

Easily Deploy Predictive Models into
Production Systems
One of the most difficult and tedious activities data scientists and analysts face is
deploying and embedding analytic models into production systems. Often what
works standalone fails instantly when embedded into a front-end business
application, and hours can be wasted rewriting and recoding.
With Alteryx Promote, you can deploy your predictive analytic models quickly—
without recoding or tweaking. Because Alteryx Promote lets you deploy directly from
the Alteryx Designer code-free environment or expose R and Python models via
standard REST API requests, instead of recoding the models from within their native
languages, integration of your most advanced analytic models into production systems
is simple—and painless. That means you can embed machine-learning models in any
web or mobile application capable of making REST API requests, increasing the power
of your production apps. What’s more, you can execute real-time predictions in lowlatency applications or use batch mode for bulk offline scoring.
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REQUIREMENTS
Alteryx Promote runs on
a minimum of 3 dedicated
machines, each of which
requires the following:
• Linux CentOS
• >16GB RAM
• >4 Cores (12 total)
• >100 GB free disk space
Desktop System Requirements
Supported web browsers:
• Apple® Safari®
• Google Chrome™
• Mozilla® Firefox®
• Microsoft® Edge

About Alteryx
Alteryx Inc. offers an end-toend, analytics platform which
empowers people to break
data barriers, deliver insights,
and experience the thrill of
getting to the answer faster.
Business analysts and data
scientists alike can discover,
share and prep data, perform
analysis, and deploy and
manage analytic models.
Enterprises all over the world
rely on Alteryx to deliver
actionable insights daily.
3345 Michelson Dr., Ste. 400,
Irvine, CA 92612
+1 888 836 4274
www.alteryx.com
Alteryx is a registered
trademark of Alteryx, Inc. 9/17
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Alteryx Promote allows you to deploy a model into production and monitor its effectiveness

Ensure Models Deliver the Most Impact
In large organizations, managing and tracking analytics projects can be complicated
and confusing. With data scientists resident in each line of business, duplication of
effort is common. What’s more, an already-overwhelmed IT department must often
get involved to manage the overlap and integration issues that arise.
Alteryx Promote lets you deploy, store, and manage analytic models in a
centralized deployment system, so you can ensure that your models can be
integrated into external applications and make the biggest impact on your business.
You can share models directly from within the platform, eliminating redundant effort
and amplifying the benefits of advanced analytics across your organization. And
because you can deploy and update predictive models without IT involvement, you
know that your production systems always take advantage of the latest
analytic workflow.

Understand the Effectiveness of Your Models
Once analytic models are deployed in their production systems, most organizations
have no way of measuring the true effectiveness of the models. Does a model need
to be refined or retrained? Could a particular model be improved with a simple
change? Would another model bring greater results?
Alteryx Promote helps you monitor the performance and health of your production
models to ensure optimal effectiveness. Using Alteryx Promote, you can look at
traffic and summary statistics to pinpoint and resolve errors, quickly and accurately.
And to truly understand the impact of your models on your business, Alteryx
Promote lets you monitor everything in real time, in a single, centralized view.

Model Assurance with 24x7 Support
Organizations rely on the power of analytics to run their business, which means
every second counts. The downtime of production models can cost organizations
tens of thousands and in some cases millions of dollars in lost revenue and
production. That is why it is critical for organizations to have the support they need
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Support provided with Alteryx Promote gives
organizations the assurance and protection they need to maintain their business
success through 24x7 support for all of their production environment.
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